
DORKING FLUTES HANDBOOK 
(including the delegation of roles, a summary of our

processes, and our privacy statement)

1. Introduction and summary of roles 

This  Handbook  replaces  the  “Dorking  Flutes  -  committee  roles”  document  and  should  be  read
together with the Dorking Flutes Constitution and Safeguarding Policy. It  was drafted in autumn
2021 to reflect the additional tasks and greater clarity required, in particular in light of the ongoing
Covid-19 risks and new members. Except where a different date is given below, it applies from 28
November 2021. If anyone has any concerns or questions about any aspect of the Handbook or
would like to take on more/less in their role, please contact Elaine or Rachel.

The following summary is a good starting point for checking who to contact about a particular issue
(subject to the detail about each role set out further below):

 Chris Raven (Chair): chris.raven@gmail.com
 chairs the AGM, any EGMs, and committee meetings;
 manages the website (www.dorkingflutes.co.uk);

 Elaine Miller (Secretary and Administrator): elaine@dalemillar.com
 arranges all meetings and prepares the minutes;
 key contact for the 5 December 2021 concert;
 arranges  the  venue  (if  not  at  the  school)  for  rehearsals,  workshops  and

masterclasses;
 arranges any residential trips;
 concert refreshments;

 Rachel Kamm (Treasurer): rachelkamm@gmail.com
 monitors membership fee payments -  the annual subscription for 2021-22 is £165

and  the  pay-as-you-go  rate  is  £16.50  payable  to  Dorking  Flute  Choir,  40-19-22,
81432184;

 produces the accounts and arranges the insurance and Making Music membership; 
 bank account signatory;
 monitors the rehearsal Risk Assessment;

 Andrea Charles (Music Director): andreacharles72@gmail.com
 runs rehearsals (usually in the Bradley Hall at Ashcombe School from 10am to 1pm

on a monthly Sunday - dates for 2021-22 are on the website);
 chooses the date, venue and programme for concerts;
 arranges any workshops and masterclasses; 

 Sarah Geddes (Event Manager) 
 concert  arrangements  from January  2022  (including  liaising  with  the  venue  and

producing the concert Risk Assessment);
 second bank account signatory;

 Tina Wilkinson and Sarah Ruse (Marketing Team)
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 Amanda Allen (Refreshments Manager – rehearsals, workshops and masterclasses)

2. Our Constitution 

Dorking Flutes is an unincorporated association and the governance requirements are set out in its
Constitution.  Currently  the  Officers  are  Chris  Raven  (chair),  Elaine  Millar  (secretary)  and  Rachel
Kamm (treasurer). All Dorking Flutes members are automatically also committee members, unless
you opt out. The Committee has the power under the Constitution to delegate any tasks to any
member and this document sets out those delegations in detail. 

Various meetings take place each year, arranged and minuted by the secretary. The AGM takes place
in the summer term, including the election of the three officers and the presentation of the accounts
by the treasurer. There are termly committee meetings (which usually take place during a rehearsal
break). Any member can request an extraordinary general meeting at any time. Members are given
at least seven days’ notice of each meeting and minutes are circulated by the secretary within 14
days of each meeting. All meetings are chaired by the chair or, in the chair’s absence, the secretary.
If both the chair and secretary are absent, they can nominate another member to chair the meeting. 

The Committee has appointed Andrea Charles as Dorking Flutes’  freelance Music  Director (MD).
Under the Constitution, she has the right to attend and vote at meetings (unless the issue under
discussion relates to her appointment or to her terms and conditions). 

3. Membership and fees 

The Dorking Flutes membership year runs from September to July and the rehearsal dates for the
coming year are available on the website. Members can choose whether to either pay an annual
subscription or  to  pay-as-you-go.  The annual  subscription for  2021-22 is  £165 for  11 rehearsals
(including the December concert  day).  The pay-as-you-go rate  is  currently  £16.50 per  rehearsal
attended. Membership fees are reviewed by the Committee annually. 

Members  should  pay  their  membership  fees  by  bank transfer  to  Dorking  Flute  Choir,  40-19-22,
81432184. Rachel and Sarah Geddes are the bank account signatories. 

There is a cap of 20 members, which will be increased with the Committee's agreement.

Rachel  monitors  the  Dorking  Flutes  email  account  (contactdorkingflutes@gmail.com)  and
will forward any new member enquiries to Andrea and Elaine. Potential members can attend a trial
rehearsal for free. Andrea will liaise with proposed new members and make membership decisions,
subject to the Committee having the final say under the Constitution on membership. New members
who join part-way through a year will be offered a pro rata annual subscription rate by Rachel or,
alternatively, can pay-as-you-go for each rehearsal attended. 

4. Rehearsals

Andrea, as MD, is responsible for running rehearsals, including choosing the music and providing
skills tuition. Andrea will decide on rehearsal dates for the coming year, book Ashcombe school as
the rehearsal  venue for  those dates, liaise  with  the school  about its  facilities  (e.g.  toilet  access,
furniture and heating) and hold the school key. Any information that the school provides about rate
changes or the other terms of the booking should be forwarded to Rachel. 
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The fees for rehearsals are set out in section 3 above. 

Elaine as secretary will keep a register of who has attended each rehearsal. 

Rachel will keep under review the covid risk assessment for rehearsals to ensure that it remains in
line with the Making Music template and any applicable government guidance. The risk assessment
will be consistent with any risk assessment or other guidance produced by the venue. Any changes
to  the  risk  assessment  will  be  discussed  with  Andrea  and  Elaine  before  being  finalised  and
communicated to the wider Dorking Flutes membership. Members are encouraged to review the risk
assessment regularly and to suggest any changes to Rachel. 

Currently members are asked to bring their own refreshments to rehearsals, with refreshments not
to be shared with others. This will be kept under review. If the risk assessment is revised in future to
permit shared refreshments, Amanda will be responsible for providing rehearsal refreshments.

If there is a need for a different rehearsal venue, arrangements will be made by Elaine. 

Any queries about rehearsals should be directed to Elaine or Rachel. 

5. Concerts

The arrangements in this section will apply from January 2022. 

Andrea will choose the date of any concert and set the concert programme. She will decide whether
any other performers will be involved in the concert and, if so, make any arrangements with them
(with any performer fees agreed with Rachel in advance). Andrea will propose the concert venue to
Sarah Geddes (our Events Manager), who will work with Andrea to ensure that the proposed venue
is practical (taking account any Covid restrictions etc). The final decision about the venue must be
approved by Andrea. 

Sarah, as Events Manager, is the contact point for concert arrangements. All communications with
the concert venue will go via her for consistency. 

Following discussions with Andrea as MD, Sarah will produce a covid risk assessment (based on the
Making Music template and any applicable government guidance) which will include consideration
of  the  length  of  the  concert,  layout  of  performers,  audience  numbers,  movement  of  audience
members  in  and  out  of  the  venue,  parking,  information  for  the  audience  on  arrival,  layout  of
audience members, ventilation, any refreshments, and any collection. The risk assessment will be
consistent with any risk assessment or other guidance produced by the venue. This risk assessment
will be circulated to Elaine and Rachel before any finalised concert arrangements are communicated
to the wider  Dorking Flutes membership or  to any potential audience members.  (This  does not
prevent Andrea or Sarah from consulting with members about proposed dates and venues, before
the details are finalised.)

Once the concert details are finalised (including the risk assessment), Tina Wilkinson and Sarah Ruse
(our  Marketing  Team)  will  produce  a  flyer  to  advertise  the  concert  and  consider  any  other
appropriate publicity for the event (taking into account any limit on maximum audience numbers
and the Covid risk assessment). 

Members will be informed by Rachel whether or not a particular concert day is included as part of
the annual subscription or whether there is an additional fee payable. This will depend on a number
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of factors, including whether the concert was arranged before or after the annual fee was set, the
costs of  the concert,  the anticipated income at  the concert,  and Dorking Flutes’  finances at  the
relevant  time.  Members  who  pay  on  a  pay-as-you-go  basis  will  be  expected  to  pay  the  usual
rehearsal fee of £16.50 for the concert day (unless they are informed in advance that a different fee
applies to that event). The decision as to concert day fees will be taken by Rachel, Elaine and Sarah
in discussion with Andrea. 

Sarah  will  make  arrangements  for  members  to  help  on  the  day  of  the  concert  with  parking,
welcoming the audience, directing the audience to leave the venue, and collecting any donations. 

If  the  concert  includes  any  refreshments  for  audience  members,  Elaine  will  make  those
arrangements (liaising with Sarah in respect of the risk assessment and the church facilities). 

Rachel will be responsible at the end of the event for any money that has been collected. She will get
a second member to witness her counting the collection at the end of the concert and she will pay it
into the bank account promptly. 

Any queries about concerts should be directed to Sarah. 

6. Workshops, masterclasses     and other day events  

Andrea will decide the date for any workshops, masterclasses and other day events. She will make
the arrangements with any professional facilitator and also decide on the content and timetable.
Any facilitator fees should be agreed with Rachel  before being proposed to the facilitator. If  the
event takes place at  the normal rehearsal  venue,  Andrea will  make the venue arrangements.  If
another venue is used, Elaine will make the venue arrangements and Rachel will approve any venue
fees. 

The Covid  rehearsal  risk  assessment  also  will  apply  to  workshops,  masterclasses  and other  day
events, with any amendments or additional information provided to members in advance by email. 

Going  forward,  members  are  asked  to  bring  their  own  refreshments  to  all  workshops,
with refreshments not to be shared with others. This will be kept under review and any changes will
be communicated in an updated covid risk assessment. If the risk assessment is revised in future to
permit shared refreshments, Amanda will be responsible for providing refreshments.

Workshops, masterclasses and other ad hoc day events are not covered by the annual subscription.
The fee for each event will be decided by Rachel and Elaine in discussion with Andrea.

Any queries about day events should be directed to Elaine or Rachel. 

7. Residential trips 

In the past,  Dorking Flutes has held an optional residential event every two years in or  around
October half-term. It is hoped that the next trip will take place in late October 2022. The residential
trip may include a concert, workshops or masterclasses, and/or joint events with a local group. It
usually lasts for three or four days. 

The paragraphs above about the organisation of rehearsals, workshops, masterclasses and concerts
all  apply  to  any  such  events  that  take  place  as  part  of  a  residential  trip.  Andrea  has  overall
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responsibility for the timetable of the trip. Elaine (assisted by Sarah Geddes) will be the contact point
for accommodation arrangements and for liaising with any local groups about any joint events. 

Any residential trips are not covered by the annual subscription. The fee for any residential trip will
be decided by Rachel and Elaine in discussion with Andrea. So far as possible, members will have the
option of attending with or without accommodation. Individuals will be responsible for making their
own travel arrangements. 

Any queries about a residential trip should be directed to Elaine. 

8. Music

The music is chosen and purchased by Andrea (liaising with Rachel, to check affordability). 

Andrea is responsible for the original copies of any music that is being used currently by Dorking
Flutes. Chris uploads the current music for members to access on the Dorking Flutes website and
provides the password to members. Whilst originals generally will be available from Andrea during
rehearsals, members are encouraged to print out their  own practice copies from the website to
ensure that there are sufficient copies for individual spacing at rehearsals and also so that members
benefit from their own marked up copies. Music that is not being used currently is managed by Anna
(our librarian). 

Music that is downloaded and/or printed out by members from the website must be used only for
the purpose of Dorking Flutes and must not be shared with others or used for any other personal or
business purpose.

Any queries about music or suggestions for repertoire should be directed to Andrea. 

9. Music Director fees

The current MD fees are £100 for a three-hour rehearsal and £300 for a concert. These can be varied
by agreement by Rachel and Andrea (for example, taking into account the length of a particular
event) and will be reviewed by the Committee at least annually. 

The MD fees for any other events,  including workshops and residential trips, will be agreed on an ad
hoc basis between Andrea, Rachel, Chris and Elaine.  

10. Insurance

Dorking Flutes is a member of Making Music. Rachel is responsible for arranging our membership,
insurance and any PRS fees. 

11. Safeguarding

Dorking Flutes has a safeguarding policy that is reviewed annually. The named safeguarding person
in the policy is Rachel and she is the contact point for any questions or concerns. 

12. Communications and privacy statement 
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All  key  information  about  Dorking  Flutes  is  communicated  to  members  by  email,  including
information  about  rehearsals,  workshops,  concerts,  meetings  and  membership  fees.   Chris  is
responsible for the Dorking Flutes website and will keep it up to date with Dorking Flutes’ contact
email address, rehearsal dates and repertoire. 

We  need  to  collect  and  store  the  names,  email  addresses  and  contact  telephone  numbers  of
members so that we can let you know about things like rehearsal and event dates, subscription
payments, and social events: 

 Your  name and  email  address  (but  not  your  telephone  number)  will  be  shared  for  the
purposes of Dorking Flutes administration with other current members, with Andrea as MD,
and  also  with  any  other  facilitators/performers/music  groups  involved  in  Dorking  Flutes
events. 

 Your contact phone number will be stored by Elaine as secretary and will be used by her for
urgent Dorking Flutes communications only. It will not be shared with any other person or
used for any other purpose unless you give permission. 

Going forward, before any photos or video are included on our website or any publicity or social
media, all identifiable members will be contacted and asked whether or not they consent. If any
member objects to their inclusion in the photos currently on the website, they should contact Chris.

At any time you can ask to view, update or correct any data we hold on you. You can also ask that
we stop using your data or that we erase it. To make such a request, or for any other data query,
please contact Elaine (who will respond within one month). 

You  may  be  interested  to  know  that  there  is  a  WhatsApp  group  that  is  used  for  informal
communications.  Whilst  many  members  of  Dorking  Flutes  and  Andrea  are  members  of  this
WhatsApp  group,  it  is  not  run  by  Dorking  Flutes  and  all  key  information  will  continue  to  be
communicated to members by email. Note that if you do choose to join this WhatsApp group, your
telephone number will be visible to all other members of that WhatsApp group. 

Dorking Flutes

November 2021
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